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LIFE

  Across
 1 Fling marauder off base, 

across main road (7,6)
 9 Husband going inside  

can slim (4)
 11 Distinguished mayor’s 

robing on the way to  
work (10) 

 12 Semi-smooth iron 
instrument (4)

 16 Keen on crossing river 
passage before others (5)

 17 Cycling team’s muscles 
(5) 

 20 Coach, theirs regularly 
taking shower (7)

 21 WW2 commando’s 
language in court (7)

 23 Scrooge perhaps first on 
since November (7)

 27 Diffusion of oxygen, 
sulphur and iodine in 
spongy soil (7) 

 30 Dental floss essentially  
a no-no, I see (7)

 32 British novelist recalled 
top-notch perennial herb 
(7) 

 37 Partly predictable after 
retirement drink (5) 

 38 Servant picked up leaves 
and fruit (6)

 39 Old book of facts missing 
cover (4) 

 40 Aeronaut crashed having 
depleted thrust within 
electrical device (10)

 41 Bill recognises broadcast 
(4)

 42 Supernatural harpy left 
psyche damaged around 
India (13)

  Down
 3 Embrace trendy 

congregation (6)
 4 Setter collared by petition 

over grounded fliers (5)
 5 Kicks around ball, 

primarily in seated ground 
(7)

 6 European dish mum eats 
certainly outside America 
(7) 

 7 Note vessels making 
reversals (1-5)

 8 Cynic, agitated with rest, 
aiming at reconciliation (9) 

 10 Pages whence come 
uncovered plays in 
Honduras (10)

 15 Vitamin evident in bone 
following fracture? (8) 

 18 Off and on, closest 
enemies unexpectedly 
showing decorum (10)

 19 Billie Jean King finally 
getting on and winning (8)

 21 Tom for one periodically 
told to call up 
stockbroker? (9) 

 22 Dull person king, say,  
hits on head (7)

 26 Precious jade you sent 
abroad (2-5)

 28 Bother about member 
admitting answer on which 
pointers and much more 
are shown? (4,3)

 33 Force needs support on 
case from Toxteth (5)

 34 Impromptu notice on 
unconfined outrage (2,3) 

 35 What might be catcher’s 
first fishing gear? (5)  

 
A first prize of £30 for the first 
correct solution opened on 9 
October. There are two runners-
up prizes of £20. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2623, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. 

Crossword 
2623: Half-day 
closing?  
by CheeseCracker 

for sunny intervals. To me this suggested that there 
would also be intervals that were not sunny – 
perhaps even the reverse… As I set off from home 
that day with the intention of murdering Miss 
Cornwallis, it was, therefore, with one troubling 
question uppermost in my mind: ‘Should I, after all, 
have worn my macintosh?’
George Simmers

For miles in every direction, the countryside was 
as dry as a bloodstain on the saloon floor in an 
Oklahoma ghost town, dry as a gin brand named 
Sirocco, dry as a breakfast of burlap and ashes, dry 
as a 100-year-old great-aunt’s feathery kiss on a 
bride’s cheek, dry as a losing bake-off recipe, dry 
as a twig snapping beneath the foot of a parched 
predator, dry as the mouth of a politician lying 
under oath, dry as a Mormon keg party, dry as a 
tumbleweed convention, dry as Satan’s sandbox, 
dry as the wit of a Noël Coward impersonator, dry 
as the sunward side of Mercury or the cold dust of 
the Moon, dry as a droning sermon delivered to a 
dozing congregation, dry as the underbrush the day 
before a forest fire, dry as the eyes behind a 
wealthy widow’s funeral sunglasses. There was, 
in short, no moisture. Chris O’Carroll

It was a hot and sultry night. The promised cool 
spells with some light precipitation hadn’t 
materialised and were it not for the 42-inch  
three-speed oscillating tower fan that he had 
bought from a well-known online retailer at not 
inconsiderable cost, Gideon would have found the 
heat intolerable. As it was, he twisted and turned 
in his sheets like a hapless creature ensnared in 
the coils of a ravenous boa constrictor. Finally, 
the sun rose like a blood orange, oozing gore over 
the pale, prone body of the Earth. Gideon rose 
too, not like a blood orange, obviously, for he 
resembled no known fruit except, perhaps, at a 
stretch, a tumescent aubergine when he thought of 
Gwendolyn, his love, his passion, his torment. 
He fired off a frantic message to her, bringing to 
bear the full force of his frustrated eloquence. 
‘Are you finding it hot too?’
Sue Pickard

McMurtry cursed, and ground his cigarette butt 
into the pavement. Could the heist go ahead? Was 
it safe?

At 30 degrees it was unlikely to pose an 
‘immediate risk to life’, but he had to factor in the 
additional hydration requirements for the crew, 
and the potential for disruption to transport 
systems in a few places. 

He was also concerned that there was a 40 per 
cent chance of isolated thunderstorms later in the 
evening just when they should be transferring the 
bullion on to the boat. What if they upgraded the 
warning to amber, or even red? Would it be ethical 
for him to proceed when he should be taking 
immediate action to protect himself and others?

McMurtry cursed again, and refreshed Tomasz 
Schafernaker’s Twitter feed. He needed to stay 
ahead of this thing – and he needed suncream and 
protective clothing.
Paul Harrod

NO. 3320: PLEASURE PRINCIPLE

You are invited to submit a poem extolling 
Epicureanism over Stoicism or the other way 
round. Email entries of up to 16 lines to lucy@ 
spectator.co.uk by midday on 4 October.
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SOLUTION TO 2620: THE RIGHT NAME?

8A/31D, 23A/19D and 36D/7D are eponymous 29D/12A 
characters. 7D originally suggested D’Urberville, which 
needed to be changed to DURBEYFIELD, making new 
real words at 21A, 24A, 30A and 35A.

First prize Magdalena Downton, Maidstone, Kent
Runners-up Nicola Fletcher, Horsmonden, Kent; 
David Andrews, Ash Vale, Surrey

Name     
 
Address     

    

  

29 29-36’s 14 13 31 25 1D 2 24, 
in which 1 Down and 24 are each 
non-words that concatenate two 
real terms. Unchecked, unclued 
letters spell out SEXY DUTCH 
X-MAG.
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